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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric turbulence is broad-banded. In the surface layer, fluctuations in the velocity components and in the scalar atmospheric constituents occur over a continuum of frequencies from less than 1/hour to well over 100 Hz. Computing spectra and cospectra from time series of these variables separates the contributions to the total signal variance (or covariance in the case of cospectra) by frequency. Thus, spectra and cospectra provide a picture of the turbulence process. When topographic inhomogeneities perturb the atmospheric boundary layer, such representations are especially useful for examining how and at what scale the topography influences the turbulence processes.
Velocity and temperature spectra and cospectra have been measured often over horizontally homogeneous land surfaces (e.g., Kaimal et al. 1972 , Wyngaard and Cote 1972 , Tsvang et al. 1985 . Humidity spectra have been measured less frequently over land (Miyake and McBean 1970 , McBean 1971 , Priestley and Hill 1985 , because weak humidity fluctuations make the measurements difficult. Over the ocean, where fluctuations in humidity can be large, spectra of the velocity components and of the temperature and humidity have all been measured extensively (e.g., Pond et al. 1971 , Leavitt 1975 , Schmitt et al. 1979 , Nicholls and Readings 1981 , Smith and Anderson 1984 .
Over snow-covered surfaces, on the other hand, spectral measurements have been rare. In fact, most spectral measurements over snow have been made over snow-covered sea ice. Smith (1971, 1973) and Andreas and Paulson (1979) reported velocity spectra and cospectra measured over compact Arctic sea ice; Smith et al. (1970) reported similar measurements in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Teunissen (1980) measured spectra of the three velocity components over snow-covered ground in farming country near Toronto, Canada. Smith (1972) reported additional velocity spectra from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and included a few temperature spectra and cospectra. But only Thorpe et al. (1973) have measured both temperature and humidity spectra simultaneously over a snow-covered surface-again sea ice. Hicks and Martin (1972) , MacKay and Thurtell (1978) and Yelagina et al. (1978) measured velocity, temperature and humidity fluctuations over snow-covered Lake Mendota and over snow fields in Ontario, Canada, and near Leningrad, respectively, but none reported individual spectra or cospectra, just covariance (integrals of the cospectra).
The measurements that I report here are thus, evidently, the first extensive set of turbulence spectra and cospectra measured over snow-covered ground. Although the experimental site was fairly homogeneous for a couple hundred meters around my instruments, hills typically 100 m high bordered the site on two sides. Hence, all the measured longitudinal (u) and vertical (w) velocity spectra and the temperature (t) and humidity (q) spectra show inertial or inertial-convective subranges typical of the horizontally homogeneous near-field but contain excess energy at low frequency because of far-field topographic disturbances. The w-t, w-q and t-q cospectra generally behave in the inertial-convective subrange as cospectra collected over a horizontally homogeneous surface; the u-w cospectra usually have erratic sign throughout their frequency range, again suggesting just how much the topography affects the velocity field. The phase and coherence spectra corroborate the topographic effects by implying a dichotomy between low-frequency and high-frequency transfer processes.
Because I have simultaneous measurements of the t and q spectra and the t-q cospectrum, it was possible to make theoretical computations of refractive index spectra for light of visible and millimeter wavelengths. Both sets of refractive index spectra have inertial-convective subranges. Hence, lastly, I compare refractive index structure parameters (Ct) obtained from the spectra for visible wavelengths with simultaneous scintillometer measurements of the same quantity.
MEASUREMENTS
The turbulence data that I will report were all collected over a field near Grayling, Michigan, that was always covered with at least 30 cm of snow. Figure 1 shows the site; the wind vectors all terminate on the instrument mast. The snow field was basically a north-south rectangle bordered by 5-m-high pine trees. Between the instrument mast and this tree line there was about 900 m of field to the north, 300 m to the south, and 150 m to the west. In the northeast-to-southeast sector were instrument vans, vehicles, a few small buildings, and access roads; thus, I did not sample easterly winds. The hills in Figure 1 were also forested. Figure 2 shows the instrument mast. The instruments for measuring the turbulent velocity, temperature and humidity fluctuations were roughly 2 m above the surface. I used TSI anemometers and crossed, cylindrical hot-film sensors having lengths of 1 mm and diameters of roughly 53 µ m for measuring longitudinal and vertical velocity fluctuations (Andreas and Murphy 1986b) . Because these crossed sensors determine a vertical plane, it is important to keep them oriented into the wind. The instrument mast, thus, could rotate around its vertical axis so the sensors could be pointed into the wind at the start of each recording run. I have described my procedure for converting the hot-film voltage signals to u and w time series in an earlier publication (Andreas 1979) .
For measuring the temperature fluctuations (t), I used a platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) (LaRue et al. 1975) designed and built at CRREL. The sensor, made by DISH (now Dantec Electronics), is a 1-µ m-diameter platinum wire 1 mm long. For fluctuations in absolute humidity (q), I used a Lyman-alpha hygrometer also built at CRREL and based on Buck's design (Buck 1976 , Buck and Post 1980 . The uranium hydride source tube and the nitric oxide detector tube in this hygrometer have a separation that is variable from 0 to 10 cm for optimizing the response of the hygrometer to humidity fluctuations.
The mast also held a wind vane for orientation and instruments for obtaining ambient conditions at 1 and 2 m. An R.M. Young propeller vane yielded the wind speed (U m ) and direction (θ ) at 2 m, and a second propeller measured the wind speed at 1 m. Two General Eastern systems measured average temperature (7) with a rugged PRT and and absolute humidity (Q) with a cooled-mirror dew-point (frost-point) hygrometer. The T and Q measurements at 2 m also allowed in situ calibration of the Lyman-alpha hygrometer.
The signals from the fast-responding sensors were passed through switched-capacitor filters with cutoff frequencies of 110 Hz; the nominal mean of each signal was then removed, and the remaining fluctuation amplified to fill a ± 10-V range. All signals were then digitized at 250 Hz with 12-bit accuracy and written on magnetic tape. After the experiment I screened these time series and selected for further analysis the best quality data-segments when the instruments were performing optimally, when conditions were fairly steady, and when the wind direction provided the longest fetch over smooth snow. The analysis entailed removing linear trends, computing fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the series in blocks of 8192 samples each, forming spectral densities from the transform coefficients, and summing the spectral densities over logarithmically spaced frequency bands. In addition, I block-averaged from 18 to 66 consecutive 8192-sample blocks (depending on the run length) to compute the final band-averaged spectral densities. By computing FFTs of the series of block averages, I also extended the spectra to lower frequencies .
Because few samples go into the low-frequency extension of the spectra, the spectral estimates have large uncertainties here yet contain significant energy. To reduce the contribution from these highly variable but uncertain spectral estimates, I applied a high-pass digital RC filter with a 100-s time constant (Kaimal and Haugen 1971) to all the spectra and cospectra.
During the analysis, I discovered that the filters produced significant noise near their cutoff frequency, and this, naturally, appeared in the spectra. Thus, although the raw spectral estimates should extend to the Nyquist frequency, 125 Hz, because of this filter noise, the block-and band-averaged spectral estimates have meaningful information only to about 40 Hz. Table 1 lists the experimental runs analyzed and the ambient conditions. All runs were during daylight hours, and all were from 9 to 36 minutes in duration. The snow was always at least 30 cm deep; its surface was usually smooth but occasionally had been sculptured into small wavelets by the wind. The upwind fetch over uniform snow depended on wind direction but was always 150-600 m. Rarely was it snowing.
Not all runs in Table 1 yielded useful w, t and q time series. The delicate PRT sensor broke before or during some runs, and the Lyman-alpha hygrometer was malfunctioning during others. After seeing plots of the spectra and cospectra, I also discarded a few because their shapes were spurious.
SPECTRA u and w velocity spectra
It is customary to plot spectra and cospectra nondimensionally so that spectra collected under diverse conditions will collapse into universal form. In the atmospheric surface layer, that nondimensionalization focuses on collapsing velocity spectra in the inertial subrange and scalar spectra in the inertial-convective subrange. Here, with the longitudinal velocity spectrum Φυ as an example, we expect the Kolmogorov form:
where k = turbulence wavenumber ε = dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy α = Kolmogorov constant for velocity.
Since we measure frequency rather than wavenumber spectra, we normally use Taylor's hypothesis, k = 2 πf/U, where f is the frequency and U is the average longitudinal wind speed at the measurement height, to convert eq 1 to a nondimensional frequency spectrum (Kaimal et al. 1972) :
Thus, fz/U is the nondimensional surface layer turbulence frequency, with z the measurement height. Figure 3 shows longitudinal velocity spectra made nondimensional according to eq 2 for the 29 runs listed in Table 1 . Figure 4 shows the nondimensional vertical velocity spectra. As I will explain shortly, ε comes from the spectral measurements via eq 2; hence the inertialsubrange collapse of the spectra in Figure 3 is somewhat artificial.
For comparison the dashed line in Figure 3 is a slightly modified version of the Kansas neutral-stability u spectrum (Kaimal et al. 1972) :
Although eq 3 has a slightly different form than the equation given by Kaimal et al. (1972, eq 21a), the only real difference is that eq 3 represents an α value of 0.54 (Williams and Paulson 1977, Antonia et al. 1981) instead of the value of 0.52 that their equation implies. The dashed line in Figure 4 is
a modified version of the Kansas neutral-stability w spectrum (Kaimal et al. 1972, eq 21c) . Equation 4 is different from the form given by Kaimal et al. (1972) in that it also reflects an α value of 0.54, and the multiplicative constant on the right side is adjusted so that Φ N,/Φ" = 4/3 at large f, as required by isotropy. The equations given by Kaimal et al. (1972) yield Φω/^u = 1.22 at large f.
Neutral-stability Kansas spectra and cospectra are appropriate for comparing with my spectra and cospectra because, as I will show shortly, all 29 runs in Table 1 were made in near-neutral stability: the stability parameter z/L, where L is the Obukhov length, was always between -0.01 and 0.05. With a measurement height of 2 m, all spectra were collected in the "inner region" defined by Jackson and Hunt (1975) .
The spectra in Figures 3 and 4 collapse well into common shapes, especially in the inertial subrange. The scatter in the spectra at low frequency is a consequence of both the statistical uncertainty in the spectral estimates at these frequencies and the inherent variability in the horizontal wind at these scales. These collected spectra are different in two ways from the Kansas spectra, which were collected over a horizontally homogeneous surface. They have much more energy at low frequency, and the inertial subrange starts at a nondimensional frequency that is roughly a decade lower than in the Kansas spectrum. The topography is responsible for both conditions. Whether the wind was coming down from the hills or being dammed as it flowed up over them (Fig. 1) , the effect was the same-to induce fluctuations in the vertical velocity. Because of mass continuity and pressure correlations, these vertical velocity fluctuations created fluctuations in the other two velocity components at a scale roughly that of the topography. In both Figures 3 and 4 the maximum difference between the measured and the Kansas spectra occurs for log(fz/U) between -2 and -1.5; with z = 2 m, this implies that the eddies responsible for this energy had wavelengths of 60-100 m, about the height of the hills above the snow field. It is obvious from Figure 1 that there are a host of other longer and shorter length scales associated with the topography, but the height of the hills is the simplest and the one most clearly represented in the velocity spectra (e.g., Jackson and Hunt 1975) .
The second difference in my spectra, the extended inertial subrange, is likewise a consequence of the topography. Because of the topographic energy generation, the spectral peaks in Figures 3 and 4 appear at lower frequencies than in the Kansas spectra. In other words, because of the topography, the energy-containing or energy-producing region is shifted to longer length scales, thereby increasing the spectral separation between the production and dissipation regions. The inertial subrange can, therefore, begin at a proportionately lower nondimensional frequency (Tennekes and Lumley 1972, p. 264ff.) .
Although a few measurements of velocity spectra exist for complex terrain, the terrain at this site was more complex than most. Not only was there a series of hills, rather than the isolated hill commonly studied (Jackson and Hunt 1975 , Bradley 1980 , Smedman and Bergstrom 1984 , Mason and King 1985 , the surface roughness (Zo) of the site was small (-0.1-1 cm) (Ranke et al. 1980 ) over the near-field snow but relatively large (-0.2-0.5 m) (Garratt 1977) over the wooded hills and the woods surrounding the snow field. My velocity spectra, nevertheless, show some of the same trends seen by others.
For example, though Smedman and Bergstrom (1984) made measurements at the summit of a fairly low, isolated hill, their velocity spectra from the inner region collected under nearneutral stability had characteristics like mine. Both their u and w spectra behaved as f-5/3 at high frequency, with ΦW, somewhat lower than the Kansas neutral-stability spectrum here, like my w spectra (Fig. 4) . At low frequency, their u and w spectra contained more energy than the Kansas spectra though not as much excess energy as mine do, perhaps because their hill was only 20 m above the surrounding terrain. Mason and King (1985) measured u and w spectra in neutral stability conditions within the inner region at the summit and near the base of an isolated, 100-m-high hill-a height typical of the topography for this study. They, too, found excess energy at low frequency compared to the Kansas spectra for both velocity components and at both locations. At high frequency, however, both u and w spectra rolled off faster than f-513. In an earlier study of flow over ridges and valleys using basically the same instruments, Mason and King (1984) , however, did find f-5/3 behavior in both u and w spectra at a ridge crest and on the valley floor.
And again they found excess energy in Φ" and Φ' , at low frequency, with spectra from the valley floor containing more energy than spectra from the ridge crest. Teunissen (1980) measured spectra of the three velocity components under near-neutral conditions over relatively flat, snow-covered terrain studded with occasional trees, fences and farm buildings. Like mine, his spectra showed more energy than the Kansas neutralstability velocity spectra; he attributed this to the rough terrain at his site. Teunissen also noticed that the low-frequency behavior of his spectra made them look more like Kansas spectra collected in unstable conditions. He, however, discounted the notion that unstable stratification higher in the boundary layer affected his spectra, because during his experiment the boundary layer had slightly stable stratification. He, thus, reiterated his conclusion that the roughness of his site, not the stratification, led to the excess low-frequency energy. I can make a similar argument. Radiosondes released during our experiment typically showed an inversion layer to no higher than 300 m, with a well-mixed layer usually above this. Thus, although the surface layer was nearly neutral, conditions higher up were slightly stable; therefore, the excess energy I find at low frequency in the velocity spectra cannot be a consequence of unstable stratification above the surface layer.
At the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory ( ΒΑΟ), a site with much gentler local relief than mine, Kaimal et al. (1982) measured velocity spectra in unstable conditions that were much the same as the Kansas spectra. The only differences they noted were that the ΒΑΟ w spectra had peaks shifted to somewhat lower frequency, and consequently these spectra contained slightly more energy at low frequency than w spectra collected over horizontally homogeneous terrain. At ΒΑΟ in stable conditions, on the other hand, Hunt et al. (1985) saw the effects of topographically induced internal gravity waves at low frequency in w spectra collected near the surface. At high frequency the inertial subrange seemed unaffected.
In summary, my measured u and w spectra are consistent with most other velocity spectra measured in the inner region over complex terrain. Both u and w spectra have extensive inertial subranges where the small scales have come rapidly to equilibrium with the underlying surface and the turbulence seems locally isotropic (Panofsky et al. 1982, Mason and King 1985) . At lower frequency, in near-neutral stability, the topography is responsible for increasing the energy content in both velocity components compared to spectra obtained over horizontally homogeneous surfaces.
Temperature and humidity spectra
At large Reynolds numbers an inertial-convective subrange should exist in scalar spectra where, with the temperature spectrum Φt as an example (Corrsin 1951 , Tennekes and Lumley 1972 ,
Here 0t is the Kolmogorov constant for temperature, and Νt is the dissipation rate of half the temperature variance. Because the velocity field advects scalar contaminants, however, we would expect scalar spectra to mirror the energy levels of velocity spectra at low frequency. Despite low temperatures, a frozen surface and near-neutrality in the surface layer, Figures 5 and 6 show that the turbulent temperature and humidity fields during the experiment contained enough energy to yield excellent spectra. And both spectral sets have the expected features-an inertial-convective subrange and high energy at low frequency.
The dashed line in both figures is a modified version of the Kansas neutral-stability temperature spectrum (Kaimal et al. 1972) ,
ΝτΕ -1/3 Ζ2/3
[1 + 24(fz/U)] 53
Although this form looks different from eq 21d in Kaimal et al. (1972) , the only essential differences are that eq 6 reflects the more commonly accepted ratio for the turbulent diffusivities for heat (KH) and momentum (KM) at neutral stability of KH/KM = 1 rather than the value 0.74 used by them, and it implies β t = 0.80 instead of the value 0.82 implicit in their equation. 9
Figure 5. Twenty-four nondimensional temperature spectra. The dashed line is the Kansas neutral-stability temperature spectrum (eq 6).
log(fz /U) Figure 6 . Twenty-four nondimensional humidity spectra. The dashed line is the Kansas neutral-stability temperature spectrum (eq 6).
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The dashed line in Figure 6 is also given by eq 6, since Kcimal et al. (1972) measured no humidity spectra. In Figure 6 the absolute humidity spectrum, Φq , is made nondimensional with Nq, the dissipation rate of half the humidity variance. Notice that in using eq 6 to also represent humidity, I am assuming that the Kolmogorov constant for humidity, βq, is equal to ί3 , = ί3 q = β = 0.80, as many measurements have suggested , Wyngaard and Cotē 1971 , Champagne et al. 1977 , Raupach 1978 , Wyngaard et al. 1978 , Bradley et al. 1981 , Large and Pond 1982 .
As anticipated, at high frequency the collected temperature and humidity spectra in Figures 5 and 6 have the f -5"3 behavior indicative of an inertial-convective subrange. At low frequency, although stability conditions were nearly neutral, the scalar spectra contain roughly an order of magnitude more energy than predicted by the Kansas measurements. This excess energy is presumably again a consequence of the topography; large-scale, topographically induced velocity fluctuations simply advect the imbedded scalar field, giving it spectral characteristics similar to the longitudinal velocity spectrum. With this excess spectral energy at low frequency, the energy-producing or energy-containing region of the scalar spectra is shifted to lower frequencies, as noted with the velocity spectra. Hence, the inertial-convective subrange seems to start at lower frequency in the measured t and q spectra than in the Kansas spectrum.
Because these temperature and humidity spectra have similar shapes, it is reasonable to compare both to the Kansas temperature spectrum (Schmitt et al. 1979) . The only obvious difference between the nondimensional spectra is that the t spectra generally contain slightly more energy at low frequency than the q spectra. Consequently the peaks in the t spectra are near log(fz/U) = -2.3, while for the q spectra they are roughly at log(fz/U) = -1.7.
Rarely have simultaneous measurements of temperature and humidity fluctuations yielded s u c h c o m p a t i b l e s p e c t r a l s e t s . M o s t s i m u l t a n e o u s t and q measurements have been made over the ocean. Phelps and Pond (1971) found significant differences between temperature and humidity spectra measured during BOMEX (Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment) and again over the ocean near San Diego. In particular, their BOMEX t spectra had no inertial-convective subrange. Nicholls and Readings (1981) also observed different spectral forms for temperature and humidity obtained from an aircraft flying in the surface layer above the ocean. Their humidity spectra were generally compatible with the Kansas temperature spectra; but, although their t spectra showed an inertial-convective subrange, they had local minima where the neutral-stability Kansas spectrum had its peak. Leavitt's (1975) t and q spectra from BOMEX had similar inertial-convective subrange behavior, but his q spectra generally had much more energy at low frequency than his t spectra. Friehe et al. (1975) found similar t and q spectra over the freshwater Salton Sea; but over the ocean southwest of San Diego, their measured q spectra had an extensive inertial-convective subrange, while their t did not. Schmitt et al. (1979) measured humidity spectra in the North Pacific that generally looked like the Kansas temperature spectra except for an unexplained hump near fz/U = 1 and excess energy at low frequency in stable conditions, which they attributed to instrument problems. Their temperature spectra, however, were anomalous. These latter measurements and those by Friehe et al. (1975) help explain some of the more conspicuous differences between observed over-ocean temperature and humidity spectra. Sea salt particles can contaminate small, fast-responding temperature sensors by making them also responsive to humidity fluctuations (Schmitt et al. 1978 , 1979 , Fairall et al. 1979 . Spurious temperature spectra often result.
No similar complications exist, of course, with over-land turbulence measurements. Over land, however, humidity fluctuations may be so small that only sensors with very low noise can resolve q spectra. For example, McBean's (1971) temperature spectra showed a distinct inertial-convective subrange; but his humidity spectra, though having levels similar to his t spectra at l οω frequency, fell off much more rapidly than f-5"3 at high frequency. Kohsiek (1984) made similar observations; his t spectra went as f-5/3 at high frequency, but his q spectra fell off somewhat more rapidly. The temperature and humidity spectra Schmitt et al. (1979) measured over Minnesota farmland behaved, generally, like the Kansas temperature spectra; but, as with their oceanic measurements, the humidity spectra had an unusual hump near fz/U = 1. Although the spectra measured by Priestley and Hill (1985) did not extend to frequencies below the spectral peak, their temperature and humidity spectra, like mine, showed a distinct inertial-convective subrange that seemed to begin at frequencies lower than suggested by the Kansas spectra. The t and q spectra that Ohtaki (1985) measured over vegetated fields in Japan also had an inertial-convective subrange; but his t spectra had somewhat more low-frequency energy than his q spectra, as with my spectra.
The only other temperature and humidity spectra measured over snow that I know of, those by Thorpe et al. (1973) from the Beaufort Sea, are dissimilar. Their humidity spectra generally had an inertial-convective subrange, but their temperature spectra did not because of an inadequacy in their temperature sensor. At low frequency their temperature spectra had slightly more energy than their humidity spectra, as mine do.
Very few measurements of scalar spectra have been made over complex terrain. At the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory, where the terrain is gently rolling, Kaimal et al. (1982) found no essential differences between measured temperature spectra and the Kansas spectra for unstable conditions. In stable conditions at the same site, however, Hunt et al. (1985) saw evidence at low frequency in their temperature spectra of internal gravity waves that they imply were topographically induced.
To summarize, my measured temperature and humidity spectra are comparable with other measured scalar spectra. Their main distinguishing feature is the excess energy at l οω frequency, a consequence of the topographically induced velocity fluctuations at these scales. Because of this excess energy, the spectral production region is at lower frequency than in spectra collected over a horizontally homogeneous surface; hence, the inertial-convective subrange begins at lower frequency. This, too, has been observed before. That t spectra have somewhat more low-frequency energy than q spectra is not a hard-and-fast rule but also has been seen before.
INERTIAL-DISSIPATION ESTIMATES
With spectral measurements of velocity and scalar fluctuations that show inertial or inertial-convective subranges, it is reasonable to compute inertial-dissipation estimates of the turbulent momentum (τ) and sensible (HS) and latent (Η1) heat fluxes:
τ= -ρ ū ω=ρυ;
where p = air density c, = specific heat of air at constant pressure L s = latent heat of sublimation of ice u., t. and q. = velocity, temperature and humidity scales defined as shown and an overbar indicates a time average.
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The inertial-dissipation technique starts with budget equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and for the scalar variances. Fairall and Larsen (1986) discussed these equations and explained simplifications that make them tractable. For kinetic energy the budget equation seems to involve different terms depending on whether conditions are stable or unstable; but, for conditions near neutral, all of the equations reduce essentially to a balance between production and dissipation. Specifically, Large and Pond (1981 Pond ( , 1982 used these same equations for all stabilities. It is customary to assume that φh has the same form for both potential temperature and absolute humidity (Fairall and Larsen 1986) , since this gradient function has rarely been measured for humidity (Dyer 1974, Dyer and Bradley 1982) . Notice, however, in eq 11 and 12, I use different stability parameters for temperature and humidity:
where L is the usual Obukhov length corrected for moisture flux, and L Q is a length scale based on the moisture flux alone (Busch 1973). T and Q are representative surface layer values of potential temperature and absolute humidity. Later, we will see that the temperature and humidity fluctuations were seldom positively correlated for the measurements reported here. McBean (1971) explained that unless a passive scalar contaminant is well correlated with temperature, L is not the proper scaling length for it. Rather, a length scale based only on the flux of the scalar, such as L Q is for humidity, is a more meaningful parameter (Andreas and Makshtas 1985) . A plethora of forms for φm and φh exists in the literature (e.g., Dyer 1974 , Yamamoto 1975 , Yaglom 1977 . The representations I use in eq 10-12 are the same ones that Large and Pond (1982) used:
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The method of estimating ε, Νt and Νq for use in eq 10-12 defines the inertial-dissipation method. I found ε from measurements of Φ" in the inertial subrange using eq 1 with α = 0.54. Similarly, knowing € now, I found Νt and Νq from measurements of Φt and Φq in the inertial-convective subrange using eq 5 for temperature,
for humidity, and with βt = = 0.80. Having these values, I iteratively solved eq 10-12 for u" wt and wq.
Notice that eq 11 and 12 cannot yield the signs of and tvq. To determine these I looked at the inertial-subrange behavior of the w-t and w-t cospectra and at the difference between temperatures and humidities measured at the snow surface and at 2 m. The surface temperature and humidity measurements were based on a newly developed hygrometric technique (Andreas 1986) .
Although all of the computations involved in the inertial-dissipation technique are formally possible because Φ ", Φt and Φq have f " regions, I must nevertheless discuss their theoretical justification. The assumptions that went into eq 10-12 are that the surface is horizontally homogeneous-thus, advection is unimportant-and that turbulent transport is negligible (Fairall and Larsen 1986) . Even if the turbulent transport, which has never been investigated over complex terrain, is negligible, we have already seen how advection of the scalar fields by the topographically disturbed velocity field affects the spectra. But these effects were confined to long wavelengths-wavelengths typical of the topography. Thus, as Panofsky et al. (1982) and Mason and King (1985) suggested, over complex terrain the small-scale turbulence still rapidly reaches equilibrium with the local surface. Hence, eq 1, 5 and 20 should yield fairly accurate estimates of ε, Νt and Νq . Although horizontal homogeneity is also the basis for the flux-gradient representation of the vertical profiles-φm(z/L), φh(z/L) a n d φh(z/L Q) in eq 10-12- Smith et al. (1983) and Andreas and Murphy (1986a) have recently shown that the functions (eq 15-19) are accurate and useful even over extremely inhomogeneous surfaces. Consequently, in light of our need for estimates of the turbulent fluxesbut keeping the possible shortcomings of eq 10-12 in mind-it seems justifiable to base rough estimates of the fluxes on eq 10-12. Table 2 lists the results of the inertial-dissipation calculations. A positive flux is upwardfrom the snow into the air. Where there are blanks in the table, the temperature or humidity spectrum was unavailable; to make the calculations for these runs, I assumed that the corresponding dissipation rate was zero. This assumption had little effect on the resulting values since the heat fluxes were so small and the absolute values of L and L Q were so large. Table 2 shows that stability conditions were nearly neutral: z/L was always between -0.01 and 0.05. The heat fluxes ΗS and ΗL were small, with absolute values seldom above 10 W m-2 . This is not surprising, considering the gentle winds (Table 1 ) and the heat fluxes over snow and snow-covered sea ice that others have measured (Hicks and Martin 1972 , Thorpe et al. 1973 , McKay and Thurtell 1978 , Yelagina et al. 1978 , Andreas and Makshtas 1985 . One interesting result evident in Table 2 is that Η and ΗL generally had opposite signs. Even during daylight hours ΗS was usually downward, while ΗL was predominantly upward. That is, the air was usually losing sensible heat to the surface but was recouping some of this loss as latent heat from surface sublimation. Most other measurements of H L over a snow-covered surface have also shown the predominance of sublimation over condensation (McKay and Thurtell 1978 , Yelagina et al. 1978 , Andreas and Makshtas 1985 . The next section discusses measurements of the w-t and w-q cospectra. Integrals of these cospectra yield eddy-correlation estimates of Ηs and HL . Although these eddy-correlation estimates are broadly compatible with the inertial-dissipation estimates of ΗS and HL , they have much more scatter because of large but statistically uncertain contributions to the integrals from the low-frequency end of the cospectra. Hence, the inertial-dissipation estimates of the fluxes are more useful, especially for nondimensionalizing the cospectra.
COSPECTRA
With simultaneous u, w, t and q time series, it is possible to compute cospectra (Co ry) and quadrature spectra (Qday) of any two variables x and y. The cospectra, individually, are interesting; but since the quadrature spectra contain basically phase information, they are most useful for defining phase and coherence spectra. If ΦX and Φ, are spectra of x and y fluctuations, the phase and coherence spectra are defined, respectively, as
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The phase spectrum gives the phase lag between simultaneous fluctuations in x and y. The coherence spectrum is like a spectral correlation coefficient: high values of Ch xy mean x and y have good positive or negative correlation; low values mean they are poorly correlated. Through most of the spectrum, Ch xy <_ 1.0 (Panofsky and Dutton 1984, p. 73) . But because of the averaging used in the extended portion of my spectra and cospectra, Chxy can be greater than one here as a consequence of the statistical variability in these low-frequency estimates.
Notice that the phase and coherence spectra allow alternative definitions of the cospectrum and the quadrature spectrum:
where
Thus, the quadrant in which the phase spectrum lies is directly related to the signs of the cospectrum and quadrature spectrum.
u-w cospectra
The u-w cospectral plots show best the effects of the topography on the surface boundary layer at our site. Figure 7a contains a-w cospectra plotted nondimensionally with typical surface-layer scaling (Kaimal et al. 1972 ) for the 29 runs in Table 1 . The vacillating sign of the cospectral estimates at both high and low frequency is obvious. Over a horizontally homogeneous surface, Co"W would be uniformly negative-the wind transferring momentum downward to the surface at all scales. The variability in Figure 7a implies, however, that at some scales the air was transferring momentum downward, while at other scales the transfer was upward. The u-w phase and coherence spectra ( Fig. 7b and c) show similarly confused pictures. θ "µΡ , and ChuN, can have virtually any values at low frequency. That is, sometimes u and w were fairly well correlated here, but at other times they were poorly correlated. At high frequency, θu» is generally between 0 ° and 180 ° and Chin, decreases to zero. Therefore, in the inertial subrange the u fluctuations often led the w fluctuations but seldom by enough to make Co" W negative.
Others have observed sign reversals in u-w cospectra or in time series of the product uw; b u t r a r e l y h a v e t h e s e b e e n a s p r e v a l e n t a s i n F i g u r e 7 a . S m i t h e t a l . ( 1 9 7 0 ) , f o r e x a m p l e , found a few positive cospectral values at the lowest frequencies in their measurements near the surface of broken sea ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Pond et al. (1971) observed occasional positive values of C ο , over the ocean for fz/U <_ 0.01 and attributed these to statistical variations. McBean and Miyake (1972) saw positive values of C ο », at still higher frequencies in stable conditions over a site that was horizontally homogeneous on a microscale, at least, and inferred that internal waves caused this behavior. Finally, Haugen et al. (1971) reported occasions during the Kansas experiment when the uw product series was positive as a consequence, probably, of horizontal roll vortices (Brown 1980) .
Figure 7. Plots of the u-w cospectrum, phase spectrum and coherence spectrum for each of the runs in Table 1 .
c. Coherence spectra. Table 1 .
Figure 7 (cont'd). Plots of the u-w cospectrum, phase spectrum and coherence spectrum for each of the runs in
The influence of the topography on the u-w cospectra becomes more obvious when we compare Figures 7 and 8. Figure 8a shows six u-w cospectra that are negative throughout the inertial subrange. The runs that produced these cospectra, 2.2, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 7.1 and 7.2 (Table 1) , all were characterized by winds from the north (Fig. 1) that had not yet crossed any hills. The northerly fetch was also the one with the longest traverse over smooth snow. Although these cospectra have consistent behavior at high frequency, they too have vacillating signs at low frequency, as in Figure 7a . Figures 8b and 8c reiterate the confused cospectral behavior at low frequency, with both phase and coherence spectra generally showing poor correlation between u and w. At higher frequency, however, the phase spectra show that the turbulence gets better organized; Θ uw is roughly 180°, indicating a consistent transfer of momentum to the surface at these scales.
In summary, the topographic effects on the velocity field are dominant at low frequency. Whether the flow is down from the hills or up over them, the topography disrupts the momentum exchange at low frequency, with some scales transferring momentum downward while others transfer it upward. At inertial subrange frequencies the momentum exchange is still confused for downwind measurements within at least 6h of the hills, where h is the height of the hills. For measurements upwind a distance of 6h from the hills, the inertial subrange behaves more normally, with momentum transfer toward the surface at these scales.
w-t and w -q cospectra
Despite the topographic perturbations the w-t and w-q cospectra (Fig. 9a, 10a , l la, 12a) h a v e m u c h m o r e c o n s i s t e n t b e h a v i o r t h r o u g h o u t t h e i r e n t i r e f r e q u e n c y r a n g e t h a n t h e a-w cospectra. This difference may indicate that sampling times were too short. Haugen et al.
•ει e mx x α σ ό Table 1 in which Couw was negative in the inertial subrange.
Figure 8 (cont'd). Plots of u-w cospectra, phase spectra and coherence spectra for the runs in
(1971) and Wyngaard (1973) recommended sampling times for stress of at least one hour in the surface layer but found shorter times were generally adequate for heat flux. Because of sporadic glitches in my recording system, I seldom had continuous runs longer than 25-30 minutes (Table 1 )-about right for sensible and latent heat fluxes but, presumably, too short for stress (Wyngaard 1973) . Figures 9a, 10α , Ι la and 12α contain cospectra plotted nondimensionally with typical surface layer scaling (Kaimal et al. 1972) . The u, t. and q. values used in the scaling are from the inertial-dissipation flux estimates. I separated the w -t and w-q spectra into two groups each, depending on whether the cospectra were negative or positive in the inertial-convective subrange. Because Figures 9a, 10 α, 1 l a and 12 α plot the spectra logarithmically, they cannot represent spectral estimates with a sign different from that in the inertial-convective subrange; therefore, some points in each cospectrum may have been omitted. The dashed line in each figure is the Kansas neutral-stability w-t cospectrum (Kaimal et al. 1972) : [1 +3.8(fz/U)] 2.4
The majority of w-t cospectra were negative in the inertial-convective subrange (Fig. 9 ). Despite the uncertainties in the inertial-dissipation technique over complex terrain, the derived u and t, values collapse the cospectra well at high frequency (Fig. 9a) ; an inertial-
20 convective subrange, where the cospectra go as f -7/3 (Wyngaard and Cot ē 1972) , is fairly obvious. Although the cospectra collapse well, they consistently fall below eq 26 at its spectral peak and beyond. This suggests that the excess spectral energy at low frequency in the u and t spectra and now in the w-t cospectra was indeed cascading through the inertial subrange, producing higher dissipation rates than would be found in similar conditions over horizontally homogeneous terrain. Consequently the u•t• and u •q• products must be higher (see eq Figure 9 . Plots of w-t cospectra, phase spectra and coherence spectra for 16 runs in which Co w' was predominantly negative in the inertial-convective subrange. The dashed line is the Kansas neutral-stability w-t cospectrum (eq 26).
c. Coherence spectra.
Figure 9 (cont'd). Plots of w-t cospectra, phase spectra and coherence spectra for 16 runs in which Cowl was predominantly negative in the inertial-convective subrange. The dashed line is the Kansas neutral-stability w-t cospectrum (eq 26).
10-12). This result is also evident in Figure 9a . Because the integral of Court yields īiil = -u •t• , integrating the measured w-t cospectra-with their excess energy at l οω frequencywill produce larger īΤ values than integrating the Kansas w -t cospectrum (the dashed line in Fig. 9a ). The phase and coherence spectra ( Fig. 9b and c) emphasize the more consistent behavior of the w-t cospectra. For nondimensional frequencies above 0.1, the phase spectra cluster around 180 °, indicating that the w and t fluctuations had good negative correlation. At lower frequencies the phase spectra are more scattered, but the bulk of the points are between 900 and 270 °. That is, the correlation generally remains negative at l οω frequency; the spectral estimates outside this range indicate that some cospectral estimates have gone positive. Compare the u-w phase spectra (Fig. 7b) . At high frequency, 8uw is typically between 0 ° and 90° (Con, , , , , positive) , while at low frequency the majority of the spectral estimates are in the 180-270 ° quadrant (Co uld negative). The w-t coherence spectra (Fig. 9c) show moderate correlation at l οω frequency. With the high energy levels in the w and t spectra here, this results in the high cospectral energy evident in Figure 9a .
The w-t cospectra that are predominantly positive in the inertial-convective subrange are more erratic (Fig. 10) . The collapse of the cospectra when scaled with u,t, is not very successful, even at high frequency (Fig. l0a) . The phase spectra (Fig. lOb) show that the sign usually changes between low (negative) and high (positive) frequencies. The coherence spectra (Fig.  1Oc) are not dramatically different from those in Figure 9c except in the extended portion of the spectrum, where a higher percentage of spectral estimates have Ch values much larger than 1 (and, hence, off the plot) than for the negative cospectra. The probable cause of this erratic behavior is the low energy in the positive w-t cospectra. Table 2 shows that the runs with Coat positive in the inertial-convective subrange (positive H S) had some of the smallest absolute values of Η . An overwhelming majority of the w-q cospectra are positive in the inertial-convective subrange (Fig. l la) . Again the surface-layer nondimensionalization collapses these cospectra well at peak frequencies and beyond. An inertial-convective subrange, where Co wq goes as f-7/3, is evident. But, as with the w-t cospectra, at high frequency the nondimensional cospectra fall below the neutral-stability Kansas w-t cospectrum (eq 26). I attribute this again to higher values of u wgw at this topographically complex site than would derive over horizontally homogeneous terrain. At low frequency the w-q cospectral estimates are not as consistently above the Kansas cospectrum as were the w-t cospectral estimates in Figure 9a . This could be a consequence of poorer coherence between the w and q fluctuations (Fig. l lc) or, more probably, the slightly lower energy in Φq than in Φt at low frequency.
a. w-t cospectra. 
Figure 10 (cont'd). Plots of w-t cospectre, phase spectra and coherence spectra for five runs in which Co wl was positive in the inertial-convective subrange. The dashed line is the Kansas neutral-stability w-t cospectrum (eq 26).
a. w-g cospectra. 
Figure 11 (cont'd).
2
The cospectrum and phase and coherence spectra for the one run (11.2) for which Co Wq w a s n e g a t i v e i n t h e i n e r t i a l -c o n v e c t i v e s u b r a n g e a r e s h o w n i n F i g u r e 1 2 . A g a i n C o Wq falls below the Kansas w-t cospectrum at its peak and beyond. The phase spectrum indicates consistent negative correlation at high frequency but sign reversals at low frequency.
The vacillating sign at low frequency and the frequent sign difference between low and high frequencies in the w-t and w-q cospectra suggest little coherence between transfer processes at large and small scales at our site. The small scales seem to be near equilibrium with the snow surface because inertial-dissipation estimates-based on the high-frequency behavior of ,,, ( t and Φq and on the signs of Court and CoWq in the inertial-convective subrange- As with the w-t and w-q cospectra, I have grouped the t-q cospectra according to whether they are negative or positive in the inertial-convective subrange. Figure 13 shows cospectra and phase and coherence spectra for t-q cospectra that are negative in the inertial-convective subrange; Figure 14 shows the same plots for t-q cospectra that are positive. The nondimensionalization in Figures 13 α and 14α again reflects surface-layer scaling based on the prediction that Cotq should behave in an inertial-convective subrange just like temperature and humidity spectra (Friehe et al. 1975 , Wyngaard et al. 1978 :
Here Ntq is the dissipation rate of the t-q covariance; and I assume ίtq = 0.40, half the value used for the temperature and humidity spectra (Antonia et al. 1978 , Hill 1978 . Since Co tq is assumed to behave like temperature and humidity spectra, the dashed line in Figures 13 α and  14α is the Kansas neutral-stability temperature spectrum (eq 6).
The surface-layer nondimensionalization works well for both negative and positive t-q cospectra. The cospectra, especially the negative t-q cospectra, collapse well in the inertialconvective subrange (Fig. 13 α and 14α ). Both sets of cospectra, however, generally have more energy than the Kansas temperature spectrum for frequencies at its peak and lower. Because of this excess energy at low frequency, the t-q cospectra have f -513 regions that begin at a frequency roughly an order of magnitude lower than in the Kansas spectrum. Remember, we observed these same features in the temperature and humidity spectra. Thus, although my scalar spectra and cospectra do not look exactly like the Kansas temperature spectrum, they look very much like each other. The one anomalous feature of the t-q cospectra is that the inertial-convective subrange, the f-5"3 region, does not extend to frequencies as high as it does in the t and q spectra, although it theoretically should. The reason is the separation between the t and q sensors, d =roughly z/6-πd. For my measurements this value is about 3 [or log(z/6 πd)], which corresponds well with the frequency in Figures 13 α and 14a , where the cospectra turn down from the -2/3 slope. The phase spectra ( Fig. 13b and 14b ) also start losing their inertial-subrange consistency near this frequency (Priestley and Hill 1985) . Recognizing this effect in the t-q cospectra, we can also go back and see it in the more scattered w-t and w-q cospectra. The hot-film sensors that yielded w were 4 cm from the Lyman-alpha hygrometer and 2.5 cm from the PRT. Hence, the change in slope for Co urt and CoWq in Figures 9a and l la occurs at roughly the same frequency as for Co tq .
Because few measurements of t-q cospectra have been reported, the validity of the inertialconvective subrange form of the cospectrum (eq 27) is still tentative. Friehe et al. (1975) presented one negative cospectrum obtained over the Salton Sea and one, likely positive, cospectrum measured over the ocean. Both had the predicted inertial-convective subrange behavior. Wyngaard et al. (1978) showed one positive t-q cospectrum that behaved as f-513 in the inertial-convective subrange and said it was typical of the 40 cospectra that they had obtained over the East China Sea. They also stated that unpublished t-q cospectra computed from data collected by Champagne et al. (1977) over Minnesota farmland also showed inertial-convective subranges. These were likely also positive cospectra. Antonia and Chambers (1980) also showed one positive cospectrum that went as f -513 at high frequency and was representative of the four they had measured over Bass Strait. Priestley and Hill (1985) measured six positive and six negative t-q cospectra at BAO that behaved as f -513 . McBean and Elliott (1981) and Kohsiek (1982) , however, did not find the predicted inertial-convective subrange behavior in the t-q cospectra that they obtained over dry land. Figure 13 α is thus important confirmation of the existence of an f-5/3 inertial-convective subrange in negative t-q cospectra.
As with essentially all the cospectra that I have presented, the t-q cospectra tend to have different signs at low and high frequencies. The phase spectra ( Fig. 13b and 14b) show this clearly. For the runs with Cotq positive in the inertial-convective subrange, this tendency is not as pronounced as when Co tq is negative. Nevertheless the phase spectra suggest that the scalar content of large and small eddies was often different. For example, for Co tq negative in the inertial-convective subrange (Fig. 13) , at high frequency warm eddies were generally drier than ambient conditions, while cool eddies were more moist. At low frequency, on the other hand, warm eddies were often more moist than ambient conditions, while cool eddies were drier.
The t-q coherence spectra ( Fig. 13c and 14c ) are different from any of the other coherence spectra. First, the coherence is higher at high frequency than for u -w, w -t or w -q. This is a consequence not only of the better correlation (both positive and negative) between temperature and humidity fluctuations at high frequency but also of the less-rapid roll-off of Co tq t h a n o f C o " W , Court and Co Wq (Fairall et al. 1980 ). The one run that had Ch tq values conspicuously above 0.90 in Figure 14c was 11.2-the only run during which H S and HL were both negative (Table 2) . This seems to suggest that t and q have a better positive correlation at high frequency in stable conditions than in unstable conditions. Although few corroborating coherence spectra have been reported, Priestley and Hill (1985) did point out that in their data-for which HL was always positive-the t-q coherence was usually higher in stable than in unstable conditions.
A second important feature of the coherence spectra is the dichotomy indicated in Figure  13c . The coherence spectra are generally high at low frequency, have local minima near fz/U = 0.02, then peak again in the inertial-convective subrange. The conclusion must again be that large-scale and small-scale transport processes are dissimilar. The phase spectra in Figure 13b corroborate this conclusion; they are consistently near 180 ° above fz/U = 0.02 and scattered at lower frequencies. The runs that yielded Figure 13 were all characterized by stable conditions. In stable conditions, McBean and Miyake (1972) saw w-t coherence spectra similar to these t-q coherence spectra and attributed their shape to internal gravity waves. If only internal waves were responsible for the mixing, however, the phase spectra in Figure  13b would also be near 180° at low frequency (positive temperature gradient, negative humidity gradient), which they are not. Hence, McBean and Miyake (1972) hypothesized that the fluctuations at high frequency were caused strictly by turbulence; but at low frequency they resulted from a combination of turbulence and internal gravity waves. Caughey (1977) reached basically the same conclusion: Because the frequency ranges of the turbulence and the internal waves overlap, phase and coherence spectra will not show characteristic wave signatures.
Finding this suggestion of internal waves in the t-q phase and coherence spectra, we can look for additional evidence of waves in the spectra and cospectra we have already discussed. The w-t coherence and phase spectra for negative Court (stable conditions), for example, behave like these t-q phase and coherence spectra. The coherence spectra have local minima at about fz/U = 0.02, and the phase spectra are near 180 ° at frequencies above this but are erratic below. The w-t cospectra in Figure 9a and the t-q cospectra in Figure l3a both have local minima near fz/U = 0.02, too. Caughey (1977) took this local minimum, or "spectral gap," as he called it, to be a signal that internal waves were present at frequencies below the gap.
REFRACTIVE INDEX SPECTRA
With simultaneous measurements of the turbulent fluctuations in temperature and humidity, it is possible to compute the fluctuations in refractive index n for arbitrary electromagnetic wavelength λ from
Here Α and B are known functions of λ, the atmospheric pressure P, and the ambient temperature T and humidity Q. As before, t is in °C and q is in kg m -3 . Friehe et al. (1975) demonstrated how to derive eq 28 from an equation for the bulk refractive index of air. Table 3 lists the Α and B functions that I thus derived from expressions for the refractive index for visible (Owens 1967 ) and for near-millimeter wavelengths (Bean and Dutton 1966 , Gurvich 1968 , Wesely 1976 , McMillan et al. 1983 ). Although the table shows Α and B for a wavelength of 0.55 µ m, the functions vary so little with wavelength that they should represent n t h r o u g h o u t t h e v i s i b l e r e g i o n . B e c a u s e t h e r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x i s a m u c h m o r e c o m p l e x f u n c t i o n in the infrared (Hill et al. 1980 ), I will not treat that region. From eq 28 the refractive index spectrum Φn(k) at wavenumber k is
Therefore, by making simultaneous measurements of the temperature and humidity spectra and the t-q cospectrum, I can compute the refractive index spectrum for an arbitrary electromagnetic wavelength. Since Φt(k), Φq(k) and Cotq(k) are all proportional to ε -113k-513 in an inertial-convective subrange, Φn(k) should be also. Specifically,
where Νn is the dissipation rate of half the refractive index variance, and j3 is the same Kolmogorov constant I have used for the other scalar spectra (Hill 1978) . In studies of electromagnetic wave propagation in the atmosphere, another representation for spectra in the inertial-convective subrange arises. This involves the structure parameters C{, C 1, Ctq and Cn:
Clearly, from eq 29 the refractive index structure parameter is related to the structure parameters for t, q and t-q by C = A 2 Cr +B2 Cq+2ΑΒ Ctq .
Scintillometers, for example, measure C ń directly. Thus, two ways exist to investigate the refractive index spectrum-with electro-optical instruments or with small, fast-responding meteorological instruments. Portman et al. (1962) and Ryznar (1963) did some of the early work on electro-optical propagation over snow and its relation to atmospheric turbulence. Figures 15 and 16 show 0.55-µ m (Φ ") and millimeter ( Φmm) refractive index spectra computed using eq 29 from the temperature and humidity spectra and the t-q cospectra that I have been discussing. The spectra are again made nondimensional with surface-layer scaling, and the dashed line is the modified Kansas temperature spectrum (eq 6). These, I believe, are the first refractive index spectra for either 0.55-µ m or millimeter wavelength light ever obtained over snow. And only a few visible (Friehe et al. 1975 , Antonia et al. 1978 ) and millimeter (Priestley and Hill 1985) wavelength refractive index spectra have been published for other surfaces.
The two sets of refractive index spectra look like each other and also like the scalar spectra and cospectra I presented earlier. That is, both sets of spectra have more energy at low frequency than does the Kansas neutral-stability temperature spectrum-again because of topographic effects. Both sets, however, join the Kansas spectrum at higher frequency but evidently begin their inertial-convective subranges at lower frequency than in the Kansas spectrum. With the presence of a conspicuous inertial-convective subrange in each refractive index spectrum, it is possible to find CA for each. Table 4 lists these values. The table also lists the contributions to the millimeter CA value from the temperature and humidity spectra and the t-q cospectrum (see eq 35). Despite the low temperatures, humidity fluctuations generally make the largest contribution to the millimeter CA value. The t-q covariance is usually next in importance and can make a negative contribution, thereby offsetting relatively large t or q contributions. The temperature fluctuations, though generally making the smallest contribution, are seldom negligible. Consequently all three terms in eq 29 or 35 are necessary for accurately measuring Φ" or CA in the millimeter region over snow.
The temperature spectrum always contributed at least 96% to the 0.55-µ m CA value, so I have not provided a similar breakdown for this wavelength in Table 4 . McBean and Elliott (1981) also found that temperature fluctuations far outweighed other contributions to C^, in the visible region over land. Over the ocean, on the other hand, Antonia et al. (1978) reported that the t-q contribution to CA could be 5-10% even though the q contribution was less than 1%.
During the experiment, another group measured CA for visible wavelengths with an optical scintillometer (Wang et al. 1978 ) placed near my instrument mast. The optical path was 300 m long and roughly 2 m above the surface. Cń values with these simultaneous scintillometer measurements. The two methods agree reasonably well at high spectral C ń but not as well at low spectral C. Seeing this and then looking more closely at how the scintillometer was set up, I found that it was operating too near its noise level (Ochs et al. 1977 ) and, thus, was incapable of resolving the low C ń values encountered. Hence, this first experimental attempt to verify eq 35 over snow was not entirely successful. Kohsiek (1985) , however, did find good agreement between infrared C ń values obtained with a CO2 laser and with fast-responding meteorological instruments over varied terrain in the Netherlands. And Priestley and Hill (1985) found reasonable agreement between radio-wavelength C ń values obtained at BAO with a radio refractometer and with meteorological instruments. Evidence is, therefore, mounting that the theoretical arguments that lead to eq 29 and 35 are basically sound.
CONCLUSIONS
I have described an extensive set of turbulence spectra and cospectra collected in nearneutral conditions over snow. All of the spectra-u, w, t and q-and cospectra-u-w, w-t, w-q and t-q-have high energy at low frequency because of flow disturbances associated with the forested hills bordering the site. With the exception of Co"»,, all, nevertheless, have the expected inertial or inertial-convective subrange behavior. The erratic behavior of Co" W is, thus, primary evidence of flow disturbance.
The phase and coherence spectra, especially Ch tq , suggest a difference in transfer processes at large and small scales at this topographically complex site. With the atmospheric boundary layer generally having slightly stable stratification, I found evidence of internal gravity waves when the surface layer was also stably stratified. These low-frequency waves and the low-frequency turbulence induced by the topography generally combined to produce confused cospectra with vacillating sign at low frequency. At higher frequency the spectra and cospectra were better behaved, thus indicating that here the fluctuations resulted strictly from turbulent processes that were nearly in equilibrium with the smooth, flat snow surface surrounding my instrument mast.
